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> LE LAB
Founded in 2009 in Bordeaux, where it still operates, Clarac-Deloeuil > le lab produces stylized
ceremonies ranging from opera and theatre performances to more light-hearted productions.The
company chooses their plays from their repertory, rather than according to one genre or another.
By doing so it shatters the traditional classification that separates works of art according to
aesthetical genres inherited from the 19th century, such as opera, theatre, concert...

An artistic project:
Inspired by the site-specific artworks found in contemporary art, the company’s original works aim
to go beyond the usual trends of Regie Theater, and beyond the updated productions, both clearly
anchored in the 1990’s. In the original productions of Clarac-Deloeuil > le lab, both the play and the
venue (where the play is presented) become the basis for a full-fledged aesthetic premise. The
performance deliberately becomes nothing more than one of the components of a larger artistic
proposal, taking place before, after and around the show.
Our form of dramatic art focuses on the works chosen, but also on the place and social environment
in which they will be performed. The audience is being brought into play before, during and after the
performance, and is invited to reflect on their participation in this extraordinary ceremony that we
call performing arts. The performance venue becomes the space for a more global premise, similar
to installation art, over the course of which the company’s aesthetical codes are reinterpreted
again and again..

A cultural project:
Clarac-Deloeuil > le lab is more than just a company of performing arts. It is a reflection upon the
artists themselves. Firmly multidisciplinary, the company intends to create an artistic Factory, a
centre for transmission and reflection upon artistic practices, a place where experienced
professionals and young, emerging artists would meet and exchange.
Based in Aquitaine (South West of France), this Factory could, every summer, become a place
where, on purpose, artists with diverse backgrounds and from different generations could be able
to study and experiment on speculative projects, attempt to control and design language, space
and time...
Depending on the results obtained at the Factory over the summer season, some projects could
become part of the company’s original work productions.
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